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Gavel falls on final state rice auction China donates rice to Cambodia

Relation with China thriving: official

Local firm to receive US accolade

Global Hybrid Rice Seeds Market 2017: New Tech Developments 
with Trends and Competitive Analysis 2022

Alibaba, Ant involved in rice traceability blockchain

Hybrid rice seedlings planted on seaside fish ponds

‘Eli’ planter a solution to labour dearth

Transferring sorghum’s weed-killing power to rice

RICE PADDIES GIVE OUT TWICE AS MUCH IN GREENHOUSE GASES 
THAN PREVIOUSLY THOUGHT

Amru Rice chosen for Asean award

Egypt agrees to import 1 million tonnes of rice from Việt Nam

China’s super hybrid rice output sets new world record

Vietnam rice shipments set to grow; PH among main markets

Rice pledging hoard cleared 

Bulog says rice stock sufficient this year

AgriNurture forges deal to buy 2 million MT of rice from Vietnam

Indonesia won’t need to import rice through June 2019: Logistics 

Vinafood 2 signs US$1 billion rice export deal with the Philippines

DTI seeking authorization to buy rice from foreign gov’ts
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Thailand : Manatsanith Jirawat, deputy director-general of the 
Foreign Trade Department, said five bidders offered the highest bids 
for 245,000
tonnes of inedible-grade rice for industrial use and animal feed that 
is being stored at 18 state warehouses, making up 100% of the
amount.
The combined value totalled 1.66 billion baht, with the winning bid 
prices averaging 6,670 baht a tonne.
In a separate auction for energy purposes, five bidders won 22,300 
tonnes kept at 20 state warehouses nationwide, representing 100% 
of
the amount put up for auction. The latter auction fetched 114.19 
million baht, with maximum bidding prices averaging 4,584 baht a 
tonne. Read more

Cambodia : China has pledged $1 million worth of jasmine rice 
to Cambodia to help aid flood victims, according to Prime Minister 
Hun Sen.
In a post on his Facebook page, Mr Hun Sen, who is currently on a 
trip to China, said that he met with Lu Xinshe, Communist Party of 
China secretary in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, on Monday.
Mr Hun Sen thanked Mr Xinshe for donation in his Facebook post. 
Read more

Cambodia : To conclude its role as a country of honour at the China-Asean 
expo in Nanning, China, the Cambodian delegation held a gala dinner attended 
by prominent public and private sector personalities.

Speaking at the dinner, Pan Sorasak, the Minister of Commerce, emphasised 
the importance of trade and economic relations with China and reiterated 
the significance of the 60th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic 
relations with Beijing Read more

Cambodia : Local social enterprise Agri-Smart has been announced as one 
of the winners of the United States’ ‘Patent for Humanity’ award for the Eli 
Rice Seeder, a rice planting device designed and built in the Kingdom to reduce 
costs and improve yields.
The firm will collect the award during a ceremony in the US in November.
The award is the United States Patent and Trademark Office’s (USPTO) top 
honour and is given to inventors that patent game-changing innovations that 
address development challenges. Read more

starts with basic overview, which later elaborates in-detail study of the company profiles and its business strategies that will help the 
buyers to gain a clear view about the competitive landscape and plan the strategies accordingly. A separate segment is also provided 
in the report, which gives a detail analysis of cost, Gross Margin, revenue, Market Share, product specifications, Imports and Exports 
Analysis, company profile and contact information. Read more

In Cambodia, Oxfam recently launched an organic rice traceability initiative to empower farmers. In the UK, the Food Standards Agency 
started to use blockchain to trace cattle at the slaughterhouse. This is primarily to trace potential contamination issues with plans for 
further traceability.TE-FOOD is involved in a Vietnamese pig tracking initiative as well as the Wyoming cattle rancher blockchain. Read 
more

China : Seedlings of a new rice strain developed by China’s “father of hybrid rice” 
Yuan Longping have just been planted in fields reclaimed from deserted fish ponds 
on China’s eastern seashore, where high salinity had made the soil infertile.

“We cross-pollinated wild rice strains with cultivated rice plants to develop the 
hybrid rice,” the developer said.

The 66-hectare experimental rice fields in Qingdao had been a rice farm before 
being flooded by sea water in 1963. Farmers then transformed it into fishery ponds. 
But they were later deserted due to deteriorated water quality. Read more

Cambodia : Despite the Kingdom having a very young population, the economy, 
which depends in part on the agriculture sector, is facing a labour shortage.
Opportunities in neighbouring countries are attracting many who would have 
otherwise been hired in farming.
Seeking to overcome this challenge with technology, a Cambodian farmer invented 
a new type of rice planting mechanism dubbed “Eli”.
The tool recently won the celebrated Patents for Humanity award given out by the 
US government.
The Post’s Hin Pisei sat down with San Bunika, country director of agriculture asso-
ciation Agri-Smart, to talk about his invention. Read more

USA : Agricultural Research Service (ARS) scientists have transferred a biochemi-
cal pathway found in sorghum, which produces a weed-killing compound, into rice 
plants.
The compound sorgoleone, secreted by sorghum, helps the plant combat weeds. It 
works so well that some other crops struggle to grow in fields where sorghum has 
been raised, causing problems for growers who want to rotate different crops in 
those fields. Read more

The way some irrigated rice paddies are managed worldwide — with cycles of flooding followed 
by dry periods — may lead to twice the planet-warming greenhouse gas pollution as previously 
thought, researchers said Monday, 10 September.Since rice is a major staple for at least half the 
world’s seven billion people, the way it is managed has significant effects on the Earth’s warming 
climate, said the report in the peer-reviewed journal Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences.For the study, researchers at the non-profit Environmental Defense Fund took a closer 
look at emissions of nitrous oxide, a long-lasting atmospheric pollutant that is more potent than 
methane or carbon dioxide. Read more

Cambodia : The Asean Business Advisory Council (Asean-BAC) has chosen 
Amru Rice Cambodia as the winner of the Golden Agrow Award.
The accolade recognises firms, businesses, entrepreneurs, and innovators 
– known as ‘champions’ – who have done outstanding contributions to the 
agriculture sector.
The award will be given this fear for the first time at the inaugural edition of 
the Agrow Awards, which will be held as part of the second Asean Agriculture 
Summit on Oct 1 in Pasay City, Philippines.Read more

Vietnam : Egypt has agreed with Việt Nam to import one million tonnes of white rice for the next three to four months after curtailing 
cultivation earlier this year, head of the rice division of the Egyptian Federation of Industries Rajab Shehata said on Thursday.
According to the Vietnam News Agency correspondent in Cairo, Rajab Shehata said that the visit of the President of Việt Nam to Egypt 
resulted in a trade co-operation agreement involving the supply of one million tonnes of white rice, with the agreement coming into 
force next week. Read more

China : Super hybrid rice output in test fields in China’s south-
western Yunnan Province has set a new world record by reaching 
an average yield of 1,152.3 kg per mu (about 0.07 hectare), local 
authorities said Monday.
A group of experts from agricultural and scientific universities and 
research institutions randomly selected three plots on the rice fields 
and supervised the harvest. Read more

Vietnam : Vietnam’s rice exports are expected to rise in the remaining months of the year thanks to increasing demand in many 
markets, according to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.
Higher demand has been forecast in China, the Philippines, Indonesia, Iraq, and Southern African countries, it said. Read more

Thailand : The Commerce Ministry’s Foreign Trade Department 
says it has completed its mission to clear off
16.91 million tonnes of state rice stocks accumulated from govern-
ment-sponsored rice pledging
schemes.
Adul Chotinisakorn, director-general of department, said after four 
years of unloading the hefty state
rice stocks, it has sold the entire stockpile for a total of 146.17 billion 
baht Read more

Indonesia : The State Logistics Agency (Bulog) has reiterated that rice stocks will be sufficient at least until the end of this year, adding 
it plans to distribute the grain in smaller packages that consumers can afford to buy.
Bulog said it will distribute the rice in smaller sizes to all provinces across the country to make sure rice is well distributed. Read more

Vietnam : AGRINURTURE, Inc (ANI) announced on Monday that 
it had signed a $1-billion exclusive deal with Vietnam Southern Food 
Corp. (Vinafood II) to import 2 million metric tons (MT) of rice to the 
Philippines starting this year.
Vinafood II is a state-owned corporation designated by the govern-
ment of Vietnam to export rice and help achieve food security in 
Southeast Asia.
The deal was granted an original proponent status last month. 
Under the joint venture agreement, it was proposed that the “con-
sortium shall finance the supply of NFA rice with no cash out on the 
part of government.” Read more

Indonesia : Indonesia will not have to import rice through June 
2019 as the country has enough of the commodity in stock, said 
Budi Waseso, head of state-owned logistics firm Bulog.

Earlier this year, the Trade Ministry issued a recommendation to 
import 2 million tons of rice in 2018, which was approved during  a 
coordination meeting of economic ministers.

Budi said that Bulog’s warehouses currently stored 2.4 million tons 
or rice, while another 400,000 tons of imported rice would arrive in 
October. Read more

Vietnam : The deal starts this year and will last for two years. 
Under a Memorandum of Agreement signed by ANI President and 
CEO Antonio Tiu and Vinafood General Director Nguyen Ngoc Nam, 
the Vietnamese corporation will supply long grain rice to ANI to help 
address supply issues in the Philippines.

ANI said the terms and conditions of the exclusive supply agreement 
shall be finalised in accordance with applicable Philippine laws 
including, but not limited to, the proposed rice tariffication bill.

As accepted by the National Food Authority (NFA), the ANI will 
import 500,000 tonnes of rice, equivalent to the two-week national 
inventory of subsidised NFA rice per quarter.

The NFA is required to ensure national food security and to stabilise 
the price and supply of staple cereals like rice at both farm and 
consumer levels. Read more

Philippine : THE Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) is seeking to import an additional 150,000 metric tons of rice under a gov-
ernment-to-government scheme, saying that the process will take less time than an open tender.
In a statement Friday, the DTI said one of its agencies, the Philippine International Trading Corp. (PITC), has proposed to ship in up to 
150,000 metric tons, equivalent to 3 million bags of rice, to supplement the inventory held by the National Food Authority (NFA). Read 
more

https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/news/1531246/gavel-falls-on-final-state-rice-auction
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50532676/china-donates-rice-to-cambodia/
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50534174/relation-with-china-thriving-official/
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http://www.ecns.cn/news/sci-tech/2018-06-11/detail-ifyuyvzv3227522.shtml
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https://phys.org/news/2018-08-sorghum-weed-killing-power-rice.html
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https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50532676/china-donates-rice-to-cambodia/
https://vietnamnews.vn/economy/464935/egypt-agrees-to-import-1-million-tonnes-of-rice-from-viet-nam.html#kpm2KvyhGeEIxA3K.97
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/science/chinas-super-hybrid-rice-output-sets-new-world-record/article24858073.ece
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http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/09/15/bulog-says-rice-stock-sufficient-year.html
https://www.bworldonline.com/agrinurture-forges-deal-to-buy-2-million-mt-of-rice-from-vietnam/
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2018/09/19/indonesia-wont-need-to-import-rice-through-june-2019-logistics-chief.html
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https://www.bworldonline.com/dti-seeking-authorization-to-buy-rice-from-foreign-govts/
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ប្រជុជំាមួយនឹងលោក Hiroyuki Tanaka កុងសុលតង់ និងលោក សាក់ លជឿន ទីប្ឹរកសាមកពី JICA 

ក្នុងលោល្ំរណងពិភាកសាអំពីកិច្ចសហការោ្លរៀ្រចំគលបរោងផ្សព្វផសាយ និងផលិតបោ្់រពូជបសូវ 

រ្រស់ JICA ដែលនឹងលបោងលរៀ្រចំជាលវទិកាបោ្់រពូជបសូវនាលែើមឆ្្ំ២០១៩ ខាងមុខលនះ។

គលបរោងខាងលនះនឹងផ្តល់អត្ថប្រលោជន៍ជាលបចើនែល់វស័ិយបសូវលៅកម្នុជា ជាពិលសសគឺបាន្រណ្

តុះ្រណ្្ត ល្រលច្ចកលទស និងកសាងសមត្ថភាព្រដន្ថមលទៀតែល់តំណ្ងសហគមន៍កសិកម្មមកពីលខ

ត្តបាត់ែំ្រង លខត្តកំពង់ឆ្្ំង លខត្តពបពដវង និងលខត្តតាដកវ លលើការផលិតបោ្់រពូជបសូវប្រក្រលោយ

គុណភាព និងបតូវរោនវញិ្ញា ្រន្របតទទួលសាគា ល់លៅព ង្ៃអនាគត។

ឯកឧត្តមប្រធានសហព័ន្ធបសូវអង្ករកម្នុជា បានទទួលជ្ួរលោក្រណិ្ត Marc Auboin កុងសុល

តង់ពនអងគាការពាណិជ្ជកម្ម ពិភពលោក ក្នុងលោល្ំរណងទទួលបានធាតុចូលសំខាន់ៗពីវស័ិយបសូវ

អង្ករកម្នុជា សបរោ្់រការលរៀ្រចំដផនការយុទ្ធសាសស្តសរោហរណកម្មពាណិជ្ជកម្មកម្នុជា ឆំ្្២០១៩-

២០២៣។

ក្នុងឱកាសពិព័រណ៍ចិន-អាសា៊ា នលលើកទី១៥ លៅទីបកុងណ្នីង លខត្តកា្វ ងសីុ ពនសាធារណៈរែ្ឋប្រជារោនិតចិន ឯ.ក សុខ ពុទ្ធីវធុ បានែឹកនាំបកុមប្ឹរកសាភិបាល និងសរោជកិ

សហព័ន្ធបសូវអង្ករកម្នុជា ចូលរមួតាំងពិពរណ៍ចា្់រពីព ង្ៃទី ១២ - ១៥ ដខកញ្ញា  ឆ្្ំ២០១៨ លែើម្ីលធ្វើការផ្សព្វផសាយអំពីសកា្ត នុពលពនវស័ិយបសូវអង្ករកម្នុជា ជាពិលសស

គុណភាពពនអង្ករបកអូ្រប្រណិតកម្នុជា ជាមួយនឹងរោ៉ា កវញិ្ញា តកម្ម  “មិ្ះអងគារ” ែល់ទីផសារប្រលទសចិន ក៏ែូចជាទីផសារអន្តរជាតិដែរ។

កំឡនុងលពលពនការលរៀ្រចំស្តង់ពិព័រណ៍ និងោក់្រង្ហា ញផលិតផលអង្ករបកអូ្រប្រណីតរ្រស់កម្នុជា សហព័ន្ធក៏បានចូលរមួដចករដំលកនូវព័ត៌រោននានាែល់ពែគូ-

អតិ្ិជនចិន និងអន្តរជាតិ ក៏ែូចជាការដចករដំលកនូវចំលណះែឹងតាមសារព័ត៌រោននានា ក្នុងលោល្ំរណងលធ្វើោ៉ា ងណ្ឱ្យវស័ិយបសូវអង្ករកម្នុជា ជាពិលសសអង្កររោន

គុណភាពល្អប្រណីតដែលផលិតលចញពីល្រះែូងកសិករកម្នុជាកាន់ដតល្ីសុះសាយលលើឆ្កអន្តរជាតិ្រន្តលទៀត។

ជំុនបួស្តីពតីគម្រោងផ្សព្វផសាយ និងផលិត្រាប់ពូជសសូវ របស់ JICA មៅ CRF

្បភិភូមកពតីនាយកដ្ឋានដំណាសំសូវនន្កសួង
កសិកម្មនិងសហករនៃ ពិភាកសាផ្ឋាស់ប្តូរបទ
ពិមោធន៍ និងព័ត៌រោនអំពតីវិស័យសសូវអង្ករ

្រញ្ហា ពាក់ព័ន្ធនឹងហិរញញា្រ្ទានពាណិជ្ជកម្ម  ដខ្សសង្្វ ក់ផលិតកម្ម បសូវអង្កររ្រស់កម្នុជា

សហព័ន្ធបសូវអង្ករកម្នុជាចូលរមួតាំងពិព័រណ៍ផលិតផលបសូវអង្ករលៅពិព័រណ៍ចិន-អាសា៊ា ន លលើកទី១៥ 
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      បកុមប្ឹរកសាជាតិគណលនយ្យបាន្រញ្្ជ ក់ថា តាមរយៈប្រកាសរ្រស់បកសួងលសែ្ឋកិច្ចនិងហិរញញាវត្ថ នុ សបរោ្់រសហបោសសាធារណៈនិងឯកជន 

អងគាភាពមិនរកបបាក់ចំលណញ និងបកុមហ៊ាុនទាំងអស់ តបមូវឱ្យលធ្វើរបាយការណ៍ហិរញញាវត្ថ នុស្តង់ោរ រចួលផញើមកកាន់បកុមប្ឹរកសាជាតិគណលនយ្យបគ្់រោ្។ 

ចំលពាះសហបោសសាធារណៈនិងឯកជន អងគាភាពមិនរកបបាក់ចំលណញ និងបកុមហ៊ាុនទាំងឡាយណ្ជា្់រក្នុងលក្ខខណ្្ីរចំណុចខាងលបកាម គឺបតូវលធ្វើ

ទាំងរបាយយការណ៍ហិរញញាវត្ថ នុស្តង់ោរ និងលធ្វើសវនកម្មស្តង់ោរ រចួ្រញ្ជជូនមកកាន់ ក.ជ.គ លោយលក្ខខណ្ទាំងលនាះរមួរោន៖

-ផលរ្ររប្រចាំឆ្្ំពនអាជវីកម្មចា្់រពី៧៥មឺុនែុោ្លឡើង

-បទព្យសម្ត្តិសរ្ុរចា្់រពី៥០មឺុនែុោ្លឡើង និង

-រោន្ុរគគាលិក្រលបមើការចា្់រពី ១០០នាក់លឡើងលៅ។ ...

សហព័ន្ធបសូវអង្ករកម្នុជាលស្ើលអាយបកុមហ៊ាុនរែ្ឋចិន COFCO ជយួ្រលង្កើនការ្រញ្្ជ ទិញអង្ករពីកម្នុជា
តាមរយៈកូតាដែលបានចុះអនុសសារណៈលោគយល់ោ្រវាងបកសួងពាណិជ្ជកម្មកម្នុជា និងបកុមហ៊ាុន 
COFCO កាលពីលែើមឆ្្ំ២០១៨លនះ

បកសួងលសែ្ឋកិច្ច និងហិរញញាវត្ថ នុ ៖ ការអនុវត្តចបា្់រស្តី ពីគណលនយ្យ និងសវនកម្ម  និង្រទ្រ្ញញាត្តិ

17-09-2018

21-09-2018

ការងារតាមតំបន់ 
 មសន្តីសបម្រសបមួលការង្រប្រចាំតំ្រន់៤និង៥ ពនលលខាធិការោ្ឋ ន ស អ ក បានចុះលៅជ្ួរលោក 

បចក សន ប្រធានសហគមន៏កសិកម្ម បពះោក់ដសនជយ័ និងសរោជកិសហគមន៏មួយចំនួនលទៀត 

បពមទាំង លោកបសី ណ្ង ោ ជាសរោជកិសហគមន៏និងជាអ្ក លធ្វើពិលសាធន៏្រនសាំ្រឋមបសឡា

យបសូវដសនបកអូ្រ លែើម្ី តាមការតាមោន និងអលង្កត កាលពីសា្របសូវ លៅព ង្ៃទី០៧ ដខមិ្ុនា 

កន្ងមក ៖

ការពិលសាធន៏ ្រន្សនុតបសូវបសឡាយដសនបកអូ្រ លៅបសុកអូលបរៅ 

មេតម្សៀមរាប ៖

លខត្ត្រនាទា យរោនជយ័ ៖
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ស្ថិតិតម្លៃអង្ករនថិងសសរូវ
អង្ករ (FOB)

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

(%) 
Change*

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 1,040$              N/A

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 1,030$              N/A

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 805$                 N/A

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 790$                 N/A

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 480$                 N/A

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 470$                 N/A

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken 515 N/A

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week

សហពន័្ធស្សវូអង្ករកម្ពុជា
CAMBODIA RICE FEDERATION

CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE

Week 38th : 17 - 23/Sept/2018 
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CAMBODIAN WEEKLY FOB INDICATION PRICE 
(WEEK 38TH: 17 - 23/SEPT/ 2018)

Week 35th : 27/Aug - 02/Sept/2018 Week 38th : 17 - 23/Sept/2018

No Rice Variety Abbreviation FOB (USD 
Per Ton)

(%) 
Change*

I. Cambodian Long Grain Fragrant

1 Premium Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 90%) PJR 5% 1,040$              N/A

2 Jasmine Rice 5% (Purity 85%) JR 5% 1,030$              N/A

3 Premium Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 90%) PSKO 5% 805$                 N/A

4 Sen Kra-Ob 5% (Purity 85%) SKO 5% 790$                 N/A

5 A1 Extra Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) AESB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

6 A1 Super 100% Broken (Fragrant) ASB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

II. Cambodian Long Grain White Rice

7 Long Grain White Rice 5% LGWR 5% 480$                 N/A

8 Long Grain White Rice 10% LGWR 10% 470$                 N/A

9 A1 Super 100% Broken (LGWR) ASB 100% Broken -$                  N/A

III. Cambodian Parboiled Rice

10 Parboiled Rice 5% Broken PRB 5% Broken 515 N/A

Note: - FOB (Free On Board) is the cost of goods including delivery fee to the nearest port.

- The Price should base on normal bag (50 KG) and minimum order of 1 container.

 (*) % CHANGE is the comparison of price this week to the price last week
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Week 38th : 17 - 23/Sept/2018 
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សសរូវ (PADDY)


